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River in the lake 
Where a lake was once held in place up­
stream of the Lake Charleston dam, now lies 
mud bordering a "headcut" channel trudging 
upstream of the dam. That headcut has been 
digging a groove - directly toward the dike 
holding the side-channel reservoir, the city's 
main water supply. 
Police roped off the dam area, above, with 
the far section of the dam's cap completely 
collapsed where the headcut is flowing 
through. 
The headcut raced toward the dam Tuesday, 
left, leaving the shallow- pools of lake water 
motionless on the outside of the headcut's mud 
walls. 
Engineers and construction wor�ers began 
Tuesday to build the first of five to seven 
"finger" dikes which will extend from the 
reservoir's main dike. The·finger dikes will work 
as a buffer to divert the headcut '?-.way from the 
side of the main dike. 
At the water's current speed of four to five 
feet per second, engineers fear erosion of the 
bottom of the earthen main dike wifi occur, 
threatening the city's water supply. 
re department to enforce codes' 
arleston Fire Chief Tom Watson said Wed­
y the reorganization of the department could 
more enforcement of fire safety codes-in­. g capacity levels at Charleston establishments . · 
atson said after the department phases through 
organization-unanimously approved Tuesday 
e City Council-the department will be looking 
etter enfor.cement of safety codes and customer 
ities . 
'm not trying to single out the bars , "  Watson 
"but they're the most obvious . If there was an 
ency, someone would get hurt and we're trying 
vent that . "· 
fore the City Council eliminated his post i n  
r ,  Fire Inspector Mel Taylor was beginning to 
look into building capacities and violations, Watson 
said . 
" There' s  a. maximum that any building can 
: handle, "  Watson said , adding that he hopes bar 
owners will work with him, should a problem exist. 
Charleston city code provides that the capacity 
violations are misdemeanors punishable with fines 
from $25 to $500 per occurrence . 
" I f  you eliminate the problem everybody wins ," 
Watson said . " Right now, though, it's going to take 
another month before the testing is over with and 
people are appointed . "  
· 
Testing for the three newly-created battalion chief 
positions will take place later this month.  Watson 
was the assistant chief ,  the post replaced by the three 
battalion chiefs , before Les Hickenbottom resigned 
in August . 
rWeek 
Thllrsday, Decem.ber 5, 1985 
.. . wll be partlally cloudy and clearing 
with highS In the lower 30s and 1 O to 
20 mph winds. Moatty fair and colder 
� night With Iowa in the lower 
208. . 
ISSC reduces 
student aid by 
$50 for spring 
By SHEILA BILLERBECK 
Staff writer 
Students who currently receive an Illinois State 
Scholarship Commission award will. find an ad­
ditional $50 tacked onto their tuition and fees bill 
when they pick up spring semester schedules next 
week. 
- . 
The ISSC recently announced an across-the-board 
reduction of $50 for all ISSC recipients following the 
General Assembly's refusal to grant the ISSC a 
supplemental appropriation request for $5 million in 
mid-November. 
Because an ISSC .award is directly applied to the 
student 's  tuition and fee bill , students will be paying 
an· additional $50 more than what they paid for fall 
semester, John Flynn, director of financial aid, said . 
Although current ISSC award figures are not 
available, Flynn said 1,972 Eastern students received 
ISSC grants during the 1984-85 school year. 
ISSC spokesman Bob Clement said the $50 award 
cut was necessary to generate "about $3 to $4 
million" needed to process an 'additional 25-30,000 
app1ications. 
Clement estimates the ISSC will distribute 
"around 105,000" total monetary awards for the 
1985-86 school year. 
The award reduction "gives us a pool of money for 
several thousand students who wouldn't receive 
awards al though they applied within the deadline, " 
Clement said. 
H e  added that ISSC awards have not been reduced 
"in the last couple of years." 
" We ran out of money last year and a lot of 
students who were eligible didn't  receive money," 
Clement said. " We're just spreading the money out 
further for the students who have needs." 
Students seeking financial aid for. the spring 
semester h�ye until March 15, 1986, to apply for an 
ISSC award, he added. 
Reactions to the award reduction from university 
financial aid officers have been "mixed," Clement 
said . 
" They see the dilemma we are in, "  he said. "We 
just want to assist as many students as possible . "  
Flynn said Eastern' s  financial aid office was not 
pleased· with the ISSC's final decision.  " We weren't 
happy with it. That was expressed very openly back 
in September. ' '  · 
Earlier this fall the ISSC proposed to supplement 
the remaining I SSC applications by reducing private 
school student 's  award by $200. However, further 
research .proved the proposal would not have 
generated enough funds, according to Clement. 
. In September, another ISSC proposal was in­
troduced. The commission requested $5 million 
supplemental appropriation from the state 
legislature .  When the General Assembly refused the 
commission's request, ISSC awards were reduced by 
$50 for the·spring semester. 
· 
"Our supplemental . appropriation wasn't even 
considered, "  Clement said: "There were several 
agencies requesting money and they probably did not 
have enough to go around . ' '  
The last time the ISSC received a supplemental 
appropriation_ was for the 1979-80 school year. 
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�sociated Press 
State/Nation/World 
USSR reveals new fighter plane 
Thompson bargains for scientific 
project to be built at Illinois site 
LONDON-In an unusual move, the Soviet Union has 
shown its latest jet fighter on television, the editor of the 
Jane's All the World's Aircraft says. He believes Moscow 
was trying to tell the West it isn't quite as secretive as it used 
to be. 
Photos of the Sukhoi Su-27, a Mach-2.3 twin-engine jet 
touted as the counterpart air-superiority fighter of the U.S. 
F-15 Eagle, are published Thursday in the 1985-86 edition of 
Jane•s All the World's Aircraft. 
The 979-page volume is widely regarded as the 
authoritative reference work on military and commercial 
aircraft. 
In the book's foreword, Editor John W. R. Taylor said 
that the Soviet's lead in the West in certain types of combat 
planes and that Soviet espionage also " loads the dice heavily 
against the West. "  · · 
· Taylor also said it was unusual for the public to be given 
glimpses •.)f the Su-27, which is entering service with the 
Soviet air fr1rce. 
MIA's remains returned to U .s-. 
HANOI Vietnam-U .S. servicemen stood· at attention 
under a hot sun Wednesday and saluted as comrades carried 
seven small wooden crates that Vietnam said contain the 
remains of Americans killed i.n the war that ended a decade 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Gov.  James R.· 
Thompson on Wednesday urged the Illinois 
congressional delegation to wage a vigorous 
campaign . to secure a multibillion-dollar 
scientific project for the state. 
Thompson said the $6 billion superconducting 
supercollider, or SSC, is 'among the top items on 
the state's wish list of federal projects. 
The SSC would be a giant particle accelator 
designed to give physicists one of their best tools 
for understanding the nature of matter and 
energy. 
The accelerator would consists of a large 
underground tubular ring from 60 to 100 miles in 
circumference. Like smaller atom smashers 
already in existence, the SSC would hurl 
subatomic particles towards each other at nearly 
the speed of light. 
· 
The collision of the particles produces bursts 
of energy and strange new particles that offer 
scientists new clues to the origin of the universe 
and the forces that hold it together. 
Thompson. discussed the SSC project with 
Illinois lawmakers during a Capitol Hill briefing 
on issues· of concern to the state� He said he 
considers the project so important to Illino' 
he is adding a staff member to the state's 
in Washingtoq to work full-time on pursu' 
SSC. 
Members of the Illinois delegation 
formed a committee of legislators to sp 
efforts for the SSC in Washington. 
· The chairman of the group, Republican 
John Grotberg of St. Charles, said he ho 
meet before Christmas with Energy 
John Herrington to make a personal plea 
government approvai of the project. 
The Energy department has yet to 
whether it will recommend to President 
that the government spend the billions 
for SSC construction and operation. 
Even if the government comes out in fa 
construction, selection of a site for the 
moth, racetrack-like SSC is not expect 
another one or two years. 
' 
- Illinois officials have argued that the 
should be built at the Fermi National Acee! 
Laboratory near Batavia, which lies in 
berg's  congressional district . 
' 
qo. . . 
A folded American flag was atop each of the crates , w1ch 
were put aboard a C- 14 1.transport plane at Han�i 's  N�i Bai 
airport for the flight to Honolulu . The remams will be 
analyzed at the U . S .  joint Casualty Resolution Ceneter 
there. 
Illinois farmland values increase 
Vietna�eese officials delivered the remains three days 
. after completion of an unprecedented joint excavation at the 
spot where an American B-52 crashed during a bombing 
raid over what was then North Vietnam . 
In a short, simple airport ceremony, the Vietnameese also 
handed over to the U . S .  military delegation " material 
evidence" of 14 · other American servicemen, including _ 
identification tags . 
Cemetary workers still on strik� 
CHICAGO-Funeral homes are reporting few problems 
with storing unburied corpses, but some religious leaders a�e 
upset because a . two-week strike b.
Y ce�eta�y workers. 
is 
. disrupting burial practices. For the first lime smce the stnke 
began Nov . 25 and the lockout followed a day later, talks 
began Wednesday with a federal mediator . 
. "It causes tremendous anguish , pain and strain upon the 
family," said Rabbi Israel Fishweicherof of the Chicago 
Rabbinical Council . 
Orthodox Judaism requires burial as soon as possible, 
usually within 24 hours of the death.  - . 
The strike at three cemetaries prompted 25 other cemetary 
owners to lock out employees and has disrupted about 35 
burials a day, said Larry Anspach of the Cemetaries 
Association of Greater Chicago. 
The Daily 
KANKAKEE (AP)-Farmland values have 
stabililized, and even improved a bit, in parts of 
Illinois but that situation probably is just 
temporary, agriculture experts say, 
Still , land may be a good investment because 
the bottom isn't that far down and the return on 
land investment is becoming competitive with 
long-term bank deposits and treasury bills, they 
�. -
" Land prices have stabilized here in the fourth 
quarter due to some factors , high yeilds and 
some investors having to replace land they've 
sold for development," said John T. Scott, 
University of Illinois agriculture economist and 
farmland specialist. 
But Scott believes the value of Illinois far­
mland " hasn't  hit bottom yet" and may have to 
drop another 10 percent to 30 percent before it 
does. 
A recent survey of 570 bankers in the Federal 
Reserve District of Chicago indicated 62 percent 
of them believed land values would continue 
downward. Only one percent expected im­
provements in the five-state district covering 
Michigan to Iowa. · 
In the region from Kankakee and Grundy 
counties south to the Champaign area, 49 
percent expected stability after Oct. l, while 51 
percent expected decline. That was an im-
provement from three months earlier, wh 
percent expected decline and only 40 pe 
predicted stability . 
Don McCabe, vice president in charge 
farm department at city National Ban 
Kankakee, is one of those who expected sta 
for the short term .  
"I think that we'll see stabilization here, 
said. "I don't see more decline over the 
four months-not in that short period of time 
But he added: "' I don't want to be 
coating this. You have to understand that t 
an awful lot of stress out there. We do 
more farmland and assets that are going to 
to change hands. 
"That will be a (value) depressing thing. 
as long as we have people forced to mov 
mland into the market, it's going to be a b  
market.'' 
"I don't know if that will be next month, 
·months or 18 months. But the11 I expect 
return to a growth pattern · that woul 
proximate the growth pattern we have 
agricultrue over a long period of time-a 
two percent growth 'rate." 
Scott said indications are that the avera 
of value for farmland in 1985 will be ab 
percent in Illinois. 
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SIRLOIN STOCKADE PRESENTS. 
Love Notes 
CERAMIC MUGS 
You'll want to collect all four of these beautiful ceramic mugs, 
decorated with whimsical contemporary country designs. � PLUS YOU GET FREE COFFEE EACH TIME 7r YOU RETURN WITH YOUR "Love Notes" Mug! 
EACH Start your set today, and remember, you'll get 
a FREE cup of coffee with your great steak meal · 
· each time you bring one of these 
" i delightful mugs to Sirloin Stockade.· 
.f. 
801 W. LINCOLN 
CHARLESTON, IL 
OflwupllwF•21 
taff development, 
limb in enrollment 
iscussed by BOG 
LIE CAMBRIA·BRECHBILL 
!ration editor 
e Board of Governors will report Thur­
the results of a systemwide study focusing 
the universities' commitment to elementary 
secondaty schools. . 
e study reports staff development services 
"ded by BOG universities to elementary 
secondary school staffs. 
The importance of staff development for 
categories of school personnel has been 
tified as a key to linking the quality of the 
"culum with· the quality of the preparation 
education personnel," BOG Chancellor 
Layzell said. 
yzell added that the BOG system is 
itted "to work with the elementary and 
ndary schools to improve the quality of 
tion for Illinois' young people. " 
e board, which will meet at 8 a. m. 
rsday at Northeastern Illinois University, 
also report on the status of the system's 
llment. · 
ccording to the Layzell, fall I 985 · 
llment -figures show a I. I ·percent increase 
fall I984 figures. The system's fall I985 
llment is 44,070. 
stern President Stanley Rives will present a 
rt to the board which includes a request for 
,685.4I for data processing equipment. 
ccording to the report, Easteril's IBM 
el no longer provides. the processing 
city to meet the academic and ad­
trative needs of the university. 
e university is requesting to purchase a 
IBM model because it "will provide 
h deep regret' 
. Thursday, December 5, t 985 3 
Hall counselors relate experiences 
to residents during·care.er Week 
By JONI TAYLOR 
Staff writer 
Two former student teachers, who are now both 
Eastern residence hall counselors, spoke about 
beginning teacher jitters Tuesday in Stevenson H all 
as part of the hall's career week. 
Lynette Baer and Rodney rarker agreed that 
student, teaching is an enjoyable experience overall, 
but there are times when the pressures can be '.'nerve­
wracking. '' 
· Parker, who taught English at Conant High 
School in Schaumberg, Ill. during.spring I983, said 
he was "scared to-death" of his cooperating teacher. 
"She was always criliquing me while I was 
talking," he said. 
Baer said that in addition to being nervous about 
her evaluation, she worried that she didn't know 
enough about the subject....:....math-to answer all the 
students' questions. 
"Many student teachers go into it thinking 'I don't 
know enough to teach these kids. � That's not true at 
all. " 
She said most student teachers don't realize how 
much they have learned in college. 
Baer, who taught at Eisenhower High School in 
Decatur during _fall I983, said student teachers 
shouldn't fear being unprepared for some of the 
"unusual things'' that happen to their students . .  
Baer listed some of the unusual things tha'.t hap­
perned to her students: "A student in one of my 
classes died, one student got pregnant and had an 
abortion, two students had children . . .  " 
Baer and Parker warned student teachers not to let 
students get personal with them. 
Parker told the men, " Girls go after you. Wild 
rumors get started and even the faculty will believe 
them . ... 
Parker said a couple of students asked him for a 
date. 
If a student persists, the best thing to do is to talk 
'' 
A student in one of my classes died, 
one student got pregnant and had an 
abortion, two stu�ents had children .. 
-Lynette Baer 
Residence Hall Counselor 
����������-'' 
with him or her-"let them down easy," Parker said. 
Baer also cautioned against trying to correct severe 
disciplinary problems inside the classroom. · 
She said disruptive students should be req10ved 
from the classroom and spoken to in a one-on-one· 
situation after class. 
"If you're having a bad problem; you might want 
to send a student out to get the teacher next door to 
come in with you,'' she added. 
Baer and Parker both found teacher's lounges to 
be "gossip pits. " · 
Parker said that student teachers should spend 
some time in the teacher's lounge' to become 
acquainted with the other teachers, but should avoid 
listening to gossip about students. 
· 
· "The teacher's lounge is where you find out the 
teachers are human," Baer said. · 
Parker and Baer said student teachers should not 
be intimidated by their co-op teachers. 
"Do what they want you to do. Use them as a 
source. But don't let them intimidate you in the 
classroom," Parker said. 
Most importantly, he said, "Be able to laugh at 
yourself. " 
ational Security Adviser McFarlane quits 
HINGTON · (AP)-President Reagan ac­
the resignation of Robert C. McFarlane as 
security adviser "with deep regret and 
ce" Wednesday, 11nd immediate�y replaced 
his deputy, Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter, 
eyed nuclear physicist who doggedly shuns 
light. 
and Mcfarlane both denied he was leaving 
of well-publicized friction with White House · 
fstaff Donald T. Regan. 
t's nonsense," Mcfarlane said, standing 
ed next to Reagan and Poindexter, his eyes 
med and glistening with tears. . 
arlane, who is expected to land a high-paying 
private industry. said he had no immediate 
d quipped,. " If you've got any leads, let me 
assurances from the . president and Regan that he - Mcfarlane and Regan, both .ex-Marines, clashed 
would have direct access to the Oval Office, with no both in personality and over control of foreign policy 
interference from the chief of staff. and defense issues. 
"I don't anticipate any problems," Poindexter - Regan, a strong-willed, impatient former cor­
said. " Don and I are. good friends. - l�e known him porate executive used. to getting his way, was reliably 
since he was secretary of the treasury. " . reported to be perturbed by Mcfarlane's direct line 
The president said· Poindexter's selection un- of access to the president. 
· 
derscored "the continuity of our foreign policy. " Mcfarlane, a soft-spoken, reflexive analyst, was 
Speaking of Mcfarlane, Reagan said, ·�1 know of no said to be concerned by the insistence of Regan, a· 
president who has been better served. " Wall Street broker, to play a major role in shaping 
· Virtually unknown outside the realm of national foreign policy and defense decisions. . 
security experts, Poindexter was the architect of the In some measure, Mcfarlane appeared to have 
administration's successful plan to intercept and been shunted aside during Reagan's summit in 
force the landing of the Egyptian jetliner carrying Geneva with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev. 
four Palestinians accused of hijacking the Achille It was Regan - not Mcfarlane - who wound up 
Lauro cruise ship. sitting next to Gorbachev at an elegant dinner given 
Poindexter has long avoided interviews and has by the president. And Mcfarlane was off to the side 
said ·Mcfarlane, after 30  years of privately expressed an aversion to the press, which he as Reagan and Gorbachev conferred on a couch with 
ent service, "feels a responsibility, that I has criticized for what he considers to be consistent Regan standing close behind, leaning close to hear. 
of us feel, toward his family. "  The president inaccuracies. On 01e eve of the U . S. invasion of Even so, as the key planner of Reagan's summit 
rters ·"you have all been misinformed" Grenada, he instructed presidential spokesman Larry preparations, Mcfarlane got much of the credit for 
egan and Mcfarlane feuding. Speakes to tell a reporter it was "preposterous" that the meeting going the way the administration 
exter, a 27-year Navy veteran who was first the United States was about to land forces on the tiny wanted. 
s at the U.S. Naval Academy, said he had . island. 
New Course 
At: Lakeland College 
Get Credit: 
3 semester hours 
Explore these questions: 
Why did the U.S. get involved? 
Why was the war so controversial? 
How has the war affected current governmental decisions? 
. What special problems has the Vietnam veteran faced? 
For additional information contact: 
. Mike Nauta, NE 12: 235-3131, ext. 293 
THE GREENHOUSE 
- CLEARANCE SALE 
. 6" Potted plants-$1.SO 
8': Hanging basket-SS.SO 
Floor plants SS.00-$10.00 
Violets--$1 .2S 
6" Hanging basket...:...$3.SO 
11514¥2 lOtla St • 
10" Hanging Basket-SS.SO 
Pointsettias (4-5 bloom)-$7 .SO 
Long stem Roses-$18.SOI doz. 
� doz. Roses-$10.SO/doz. 
Sweetheart Roses-$10.SO/doz .. 
We Acce_e_t_Visal�<?. 345-10$7 
.. 
Qplnlon. 
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Mayor Choate 
giving bad hand 
to council, city 
Charleston Mayor Murray Choate is 
walking a fine line ethically. 
While city officials ·were bracing for a 
projected budget deficit of $500,000 by 
mid-1 986, Choate was apparently just as 
worried about the interior decoration of City 
Hall. 
Editorial . Without approaching the City Council, 
•-----•Choate decided to 
·.spend nearly $4,000 from the contigency 
fund for furnishings, which included $275 
for a 42-inch diameter, wooden city seal 
and a $620 leather, high-back chair for his 
own office. 
News of those expenditures came less 
than three weeks after it was learned that 
the city might be in debt to several con­
tractors for an outdoor stage in Kiwanis Park 
because of an agreement made.in early May 
between Choate, a Kiwanis Club member 
and two other city· officials. That "misun­
derstanding," caused by an unneccessary 
lack of communication, has left the city 
picking up an $8,000 tab. 
Although expenditures of those amounts 
may not need the City Council's approval, in 
the face of a budget deficit Choate should 
have consulted the City Council about 
whether the purchases were absolutely 
necessary. T�e city may have beer:i able to 
get a few of the items donated, or at least 
some financial contributions. 
Earlier this year, to offset the projected. 
budget deficit the mayor's proposed 
solution was to create more taxes .. And at 
the same time he was· refurbishing City Hall 
.the council was hacking $112,000 from 
every department in the city, saying the 
''budget has been cut back· to th\. bare 
bones," and the city needed to "learn to live 
within its means." 
What's good for the goose, isn't good for 
the gander? 
Perhaps it's t_ime for Choate to realize that 
the City Council is not just a board of ap­
proval. As the city's top public official, he 
should put all of his playing cards on the 
table. 
The city of Charleston doesn't need 
another trump. 
. •  
More· than 'nostalgia' in Beatle·s tune 
I got my first taste of the Beatles in Ottawa, Ill., 
when I was about six years old. 
Whenever we visited my grandparents there, my 
mom's long-haired younger brother, Dave, always 
had some Beatles song playing. "Get Back" wps 
apparently his favorite, and I knew every word of it by 
the time I was nine. 
When Dave moved to Washington state, he took 
the Beatles with him. . 
For the next several years, I saw . them as just 
another one of those groups whose albums are 
stuffed in the '!nostalgia" sections of the records 
stores. It wasn't until one ·D':lcember morning in 
1 980-five years ago this month-that the Beatles 
really came arive for me. . 
As I was getting dressed for school, some Chicago 
disc jockey informed me that John Lennon had been 
shot to death in front of his New York apartment. The 
name was only vaguely familiar to me. 
All morning and through the rest of the week, I 
could find nothing but Beatles songs on the radio 
stations. I began to realize what a big deal these guys 
had really been. And, for the first time, I really began 
listening to the music. _ 
· 
The songs were magic. I had heard and loved 
many of them for years, without knowing who had 
done them. Others I had never heard but loved 
immediately. 
I began reading about the Beatles. The hysteria 
that tore through America when they arrived here, 
the "We're- bigger than Christ" scandal, the coun· 
tless mind games they played on their album covers, -
. in their songs and in the eyes of an ever-fascinated 
1 960s world; all of it, I sadly realized, ha<;f no rival in 
the music and musicians I had grown up with. 
There were songs like "Revolution," Lennon's 
searing objection to the violence. that had tainted his 
precious anti-war movement. And Paul McCartney's 
"Ob-la-di Ob·la-da," a Dick-and-Jane portrait of 
middle America whose subtle references to tran· 
ssexuality apparently slipped past the censors. 
Most of the controversy came from Lennon, my 
favorite Beatie. Who but Lennon would sarcastically 
respond to charges that he was a communist by 
writing a song called "Back in the U.S.S.R."? Who 
else would have the nerve to write a song like "Lucy 
Letter policy 
Off the record:· 
in the Sky with Diamonds," and then claim, 
the end, that it had nothing to do with LSD? 
Suddenly, my !'favorite" music-The 
Stones, The Eagles, Bruce Springsteen­
be lacking something. None of it has ever 
the same since. 
Today, five years after Lennon, the 
more. "nostalgic" thaf"! ever. And as each 
young music fans begins buying albums 
Four are presumably on their lists less and I 
They can't hear the genius of the Beatles 
than tliey can appreciate the turmoil that s 
them. The 1960s, with its riots, its gene 
its corrosive war, has all been replaced 
placent apathy and a willingness to list 
garbage the modern music-making b 
cranks out. 
The Beatles-partic!Jlarly Lennon-tum 
Into a political soapbox, a social megapho 
the frustration and anger of a generation. 
musicians and fans have, for the most part, 
it to nothing more than a distraction. 
If there is one indication of how socially 
John Lennon and the Beatles were, it can· 
the people who were there. Like my uncle 
still has long hair and a protrait of Jo 
hanging solemnly in his living room in Wash" 
And like one elderly, conservative, teac 
high school. When someone mentioned 
and referred to them as "nostalgic," 
looked up with recognition in his eyes and a 
his face. "So, Beatles music is 'nost 
days, huh?" he said. "Well, it was crap th 
crap now." 
I still think fondly of that teacher. He may 
have liked what John Lennon stood for, 
he knew what it was. 
-Kevin McDermott Is news editor and 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
The Daily Eastern News 
welcomes letters to the editor 
from any reader addressing 
issues relating to the campus 
community. 
letters containing more than three 
authors will be published unless 
further specified. 
otherwise specified by 
prior to publication. 
Letters should not e 
words. Letters which e 
2 50-word limit will be 
standards with a The name and telephone 
number of at least one author 
must be submitted with each 
letter to the editor. 
Only the first three names from 
Letters submitted without a 
-name (or with a pseudonym) or 
without a telephone number or 
other means of verifying 
authorships will not be published. 
Authorship of letters will be 
verified by telephone or by means 
mission. 
Authors 
troversial issues 
time for rebuttal. 
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tline provides students· 
Ip in last minute writing 
ents racing to complete writing 
ents before the end of the 
ter may find Eastern's 
mar Hotline" helpful. 
hotline, established in 1981 as a 
t service at . various universities 
the nation, is a reference guide 
dents who have difficulties with 
g. 
tern's Writing Center Director 
Simpson said, the hotl�ne is 
as a community service which 
es answers to simple .questions 
ing grammar. 
hotline, staffed by graduate 
nts from the English depart­
is an extension of Eastern's 
g Center, she said. The center 
Dffers tutoring for students who 
nter more complicated problems 
heir writing; . 
e recommend that a student 
in to the Writing Center for 
ng when they have writing dif­
ies which are more complex," 
Simpson said. 
Students needing the assistance of 
hotline. can call at 581-5929 from IO 
a. m. to 3 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
. The Writing Center, located in 
Coleman Hall room 301, is open from 
9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
Simpson said there has been a 
' considerable increase'in the number of 
students using the center this fall than 
during other semesters. 
"Over 1,000 students have taken 
advantage of the Writing Center since 
the beginning of the semester," 
Simpson said. ''This far excedes 1983 
arid 1984 numbers." 
Since Eastern students are showing 
an increased interest in improving their 
writing skills, Simpson said the hotline 
and center aim to make sure they are · 
providing accurate information. 
Therefore, all information relayed to 
students is verified through reference 
books. 
tels booked for Homecoming, 
rents Weekend next autumn 
hotel clerks reported Wed­
y that they are already booked 
for Parents Weekend next 
ber, and two major inns· •n­
that Homecoming Weekend is 
up as well.. 
resentatives of Charleston 
Inn, the Mauoon Holiday Inn 
ollege Inn Motel said reser­
s for Parents Weekend were 
almost as soon as they were made 
ble. 
tern alumni and students' 
s have been the greatest single 
of tourists in Charleston, owners 
nagers of the hotels have said. 
ilyn Parsley, spokesman for 
on Holiday Inn, said the 
gs for the 1986 weekend were 
available Nov. 18 and all 123 
rooms were booked "within an hour."· 
In addition, the inn set up a waiting 
list, she s.;id, but later discontinued 
placing names on the list after it grew 
too long. 
Charleston Motor Inn also booked 
solid all of their 120 rooms as soon as 
the last Parents Weekend ended in 
November, a clerk there said. 
The Motor Inn clerk, who would not 
release her name, said only 40 rooms 
remained open for Homecoming 
Weekend. 
In addition, the smaller College Inn 
Motel has already been booked for 
Parents Weekend and has only a few 
rooms remaining for Homecoming 
Weekend, owner Kirit Patel said. 
Homecoming Weekend for next fall 
is set for Oct. 11 and Parents Weekend 
follows two weeks later on Nov. 1 .  
TheMen of 
. Signta Chi 
· �ongrat their newly 
elected officers 
esident. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Ed Huber 
Ice.President • • . . . . .  Bruce Carpenter 
retary . • . . ... . • . • . . • . Bob Shaver 
easurer .............. Matt Palmer 
edge Trainer . . . . . • .  � Rick Hemmert . 
ush Chairman • • • . • . • . Steve Zulanas 
s 
JIMMY JOHN'S 
·GOURMET . .. SUBS· 
'WE'LL BRING 'EM· TO ya•• 
!45·1075: 
Support McDonald's·& 
the Charleston Jaycee's 
CAN FOOD DRIVE 
Dec. 4-15 
present a can or box of food 
at McDonald's counter and receive 
a free hot chocolate (non-perishable-good only) 
Contributions go to the 
Underprivileged Children. 
.. ' \. " ' 
* Good only at Charleston McDonald's 
. 
• I 
TONIGHT 
�\o�· �c 
STAY UP With 
the Men of 
Sigma Nu 
$1 At Door 
�c�· �o� 
UPSTAIRS AT 
ROC'S 
25¢ Beers 
Sponsored.by Miller & $igma Nu 
· Top students 
receive awards 
�or teaching 
By STEVE SMITH 
Staff writer 
Twen.ty-four elementary and special 
education teachers started their student 
teaching practicum Aug. 26. Now, 16 
weeks later, the teachers are finishing 
their assignments in several area 
schools. 
Six of the original 24 teachers have 
shown great skill in several areas of 
teaching and will receive awards from 9 
a.m. to noon Friday in the Union 
addition Kansas room. 
"The Lamp of Learning" is an 
award thought up and promoted by' . 
Student Teacher Coordinator Sandra 
Westbroc· ks .  : 
"Each c.f the students to be awarded 
have demonstrated outstanding ef­
f e c t i v e n e s s  i n  o r g a n iz at i o n ,  
m ethodology, ev aluat ion and 
professionalism," she said. 
Although Westbrooks said all the 
student teachers did a good job, she 
wanted to award those who did out­
standing work by giving them a troph'. . 
Angie Francis, Renee Davis, Sherri 
Searle, Pam Lane, Melanie Collsen, 
Jimmy Camp and Stephanie P etrich 
are all to receive the new award, 
Petrich will receive a special award 
for "her ability to demonstrate 
creativeness and instructional ability, ' '  
Westbrooks had nothing but good 
things to say about Petrich. "She is 
one of the most creative teachers," she 
said. " Not only does she create a good 
learning environment, but she is great 
at positive reinforcement.' ' 
· Because many of the student 
teachers have teaching jobs now or live 
out of town, Westbrooks_ said it was 
hard to convince them to come back 
without giving away the surprise. 
VISIT 
PARIS WITH PEPEJRI 
et.45 ZMY JOHN'S 
545-1075 
Back to Future PG 
7:30 p.m. 
. Transylvania 6-5000 PG 
LAST 7:30 p.m. NITE 
Sweet Dreams PG-1 3 
5:00, 7:1 � ----i 
Compromising Positions R 
LAST' 5=05• 1=05 'N ITE 
Agnes of God PG-1 3 
5:1 0, 7:1 0 ·  
-$2- All SHO" , 
·BHORE 6 P M  
DA I LY 
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,A :Ir L 'lltlE 
LADIES .N IG HT 
Molson Nite 
1 2  oz. Bottles 
ONLY 
. AT 
JEP.R Y'S PUB 
75 c MIXED DRINKS 
· 3 - 1 2  midnight 
s1 .oo 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
SIGN5 $5.00 
A TriJ>Ute to the Original, 
Traditional, One-Hundred-Percent, Red-Blooded, 
TWQ-Fisted, All-American Christmas . . .  
· THt PUBLIC IS CORD/ALLY INVITED TO A TTEND THE 
OPENING RECEPTION 
OF THE 
EASTERN I LLI NOIS UNIVERSITY 
ART FA CUL TY EXHIBITION 
T ARBLE ARTS CENTER 
EASTERN I LL INOIS UNIVERSITY · 
. CHARLESTON, I LL INOIS SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1 985, 2 - 4 P.M. 
SPECIAL DRA WING - 3  P. M. - SPECIAL DRA WING 
PRIZES TO BE A WARDED 
* TWO - $50 T ARBLE AR TS CENTER MEMBERSHIPS . 
* TW0.- $50 AR T CENTER GIFT CER T/FICA TES 
TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THESE PRIZES F ILL OUT THE COUPON BELOW AND MAIL  OR BRING TO THE T ARBLE ARTS CE 
EA�ERN ILUNOIS UNIVERSITY, -9th at CLEVELAND, CHARLESTON , I LL. 61 920. ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED AT 
CENTER BY 3 P.M. DECEMBER 7, 1 985.  YOU NEED NOT BE PRESENT AT THE DRAWING TO WI N.  
r - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - ------ - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -� -
I T ARBLE ARTS CENTER 
I NAME PHONE 
I -���---. 
I ADDRESS 
'-----------��-----������-------���I � - - � - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
Eastern ll!inois University - 9th at  Cleveland - Cha rleston, ll/. 6 1 920 
ew parking plan on 
A meeti,ng agenda 
e Residence Hall Association will vote Thursday 
placing 15-minute parking spaces in designated 
throughout the campus .  
e proposal would allow students t o  park in front 
ost campus buildings for 15 minutes between 8 
. and 8 p . m .  Monday through Friday. 
e proposal would allow students to drop off 
rs and take care of necessary errands without 
iring a parking sticker. 
e parking space proposal has already been 
oved by Housing Director Lou Hencken and 
pus Police Chief Tom Larson. 
-
though the 15-minute parking space idea was 
·nated by former Student Senate Speaker Ron 
I ,  Student Body President Floyd Akins sub­
ed it "to RHA at their last meetin� . 
A will mee� at 5 :30 p . m .  Thursday i_n Taylor 
addition, RHA, along with the Office of 
ent Housing, has selected about one-fourth of 
residential population to participate in a survey 
uating the residence halls .  
o sen ior sem i nar cou rses 
sented for CAA approval 
wo poss ible new senior seminar courses, in­
ing one for honor . students, wi ll be voted on 
rsday by the Council bn Academic Affairs . 
e ·CAA is scheduled to meet at 2 p . m'. Thursday 
e Union addition Arcola-Tuscola room . 
ne senior seminar proposal, titled ' 'The 
Thursday , December 5 ,  1 985 7 
aust,' ' would be an honors course . The course 
Id examine the Holocaust, the destruction of 
pean Jews by the Nazis from 1933 to 1945, and 
feet on individuals and nations .  
LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer 
e secQnd proposal is ' 'American College 
ents and the Campus Scene . "  This' senior 
'nar would examine lifestyles, attitudes and 
of contemporary college students . 
Soccer anyone? 
A dog named Butkus entertained students in the thrown by his owner, an Eastern student. 
Library Quad Wednesday by retrieving objects 
" .; , .... 
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •  
- - - - - - -''A:K:A�,,-91-;: ed, s 
ROCK & ROLL from Effingham 
6ott- 1 6 oz. 95tt- Bacardl and � Busch � Coke $1 oo 1 2 oz: Bottle St. Pauli Girl 
Get in for 50� from 8- 1 0  w/coupon 
- -
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Murder or su�cide? Bizarre case ;  
pol ice, coroner clash over ca use 
HOBART, Ind. (AP)-It had the 
makings of classic mystery: man found 
dead in basement, skull smashed and 
bloodied by 32 hammer blows. Police 
say it's suicide. Coroner insists i t ' s  
· murder. · . 
But this is no TV plot with a twist 
ending. It is the true story of a 52-year­
old man whose death set off a debate 
that lingers nearly eight months later. 
The death of James Cooley has 
pitted the cops against a county 
coroner who jokingly compares 
himself to Quincy, TV' s  dogged 
coroner-slueth. But this case is in­
triguing beyond the dispute. In lhis 
death, investigators cite strange text­
book cases that anything is po.ssible. 
" It's  probably the most bizarre case 
our department has investigated," said 
Police Chief Lawrence Juzwicki .  
People from thousands of miles 
away who read about Cooley contacted 
Hobart police to talk about other 
unusual deaths . One retired . police 
officer recalled his investigation into 
an attempted hammer suicide . 
It 's  all very atypical for Hobart , a 
city of 23,000 in northwestern I ndiana. 
Unlike nearby Garyr which claims 
America's  highest murder rate, killings 
are unusual in Hobart . The last was in 
198 1.  
Nevertheless ,  police thought they 
were dealing with a homicide on April 
6, when Diane Cooley discovered her 
husband's  body in a basement photo 
darkroom . 
-
An autopsy showed Cooley's  skull 
fractured in two places . Ten of the 32 
blows were severe enough to have 
knocked him senseless , Lake County 
Coroner Daniel Thomas concluded. 
But as police pursued their in­
vestigation, it didn't  square with 
murder, Juzwicki said . "The evidence. 
we gathered supports the suicide 
finding. "  
What detectives found was a 
depressed man battling cancer. What 
they didn' t  find was a suspect or 
motive. No signs of struggle . No 
forced entry . Nothing was missing . 
-students 
Use those discount 
cards at 
Byrd ' s  Cleaners 
Located on S. 4th St. and at 
Champs for convenient pickup 
M-F 6 : 30-5 : 00 - Sat. 8- 1 2  
They consulted experts, who concluded 
Cooley probably killed himself. 
Case closed. Suicide. 
Thomas was outraged. He'd already 
determined Cooley was killed. 
"It's a homicide, and we're not 
going to let it go by as a suicide," he 
declared. "This case is ludicrous. I t's a 
laughing matter.'' 
The wounds "were so massive there 
was no doubt,'' said Thomas, a 
surgeon for 21 years and coroner since 
1983 . His office investigated 1 10 
killings last year. Three days after 
Cooley's death, Thomas ruled 
homicide. Cause: severe inj uries to the 
brain. 
While Thomas has final word on 
death certificates, he �sn 't  willing to let 
the case die with a difference of 
opinion. He repeated his findings to . 
assembled reporters recently. He has 
asked the county prosecutor and state 
· police to investigate. 
Cooley's family has remained out of 
the fray . However, his brother, John 
said " the entire family , the entire city 
of Hobart wants the case reopened. 
We're not satisfied. " 
At the heart of.th� matter is whether 
Jame-s Cooley was inclined to kill 
himself and whether he could have hit 
himself 32 times with a claw hammer 
- hard enough to fracture his skull 
twice. 
Cooley had cancer in his neck,  the 
tumor pushing against his esophagus,  
his  doctor said . He had been in and out 
of the hospital for months for treat­
ment , which left him in " terrible 
shape, "  said police detective Daniel 
Topper . 
On the day he died, Mrs Cooley told 
police, her husband was "despon­
dent , "  and his legs were hurting. When 
she suggested they go to a hotelto soak 
in a whirlpool ,  he refused , police said. 
When he became agitated , Topper 
said , she left the house . 
Other family members confirmed to 
police Cooley had been moody and 
unsure about his future. 
Work grinds on 
Although the temperatures have dropped, this constuction worker b 
the cold Wednesday as work has continued on the coal conversi.on proj 
Sell unwanted items and earn extra cash i 
Classifieds 
· · · · � · · · · · · · · · � · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·  
! SECRET SANT A SALE 
* 
* 
! 50 % OFF ALMOS T EVER YTHING 
* . . •t\\\l IN THE S TORE! "' •1 �t\\\l l ('\� 
* i �f>� �\� \\t�Y•� fl\�� ' 
* � �,,y�,,�\l ... �11J�ll�? ���\--------* 1 �\l\�� 1� � -'t'' � J; * \l ' . ' :-t ·  ' �s' . .i.S\ * ��<(.5· �<(.5· �� "'u�<:;>\ ci.\cfO· c't-\i.'€. • ,,.,Q�l' * · '<os ��'V '< �'< .. '<o os"'� G�"''y ,,.1 � �' ! ci� i.Y.. ti:; v r--V.- i P v 
'* 
* 7 TIL 1 0 PM 
* TONIGHT * * 5 0 %  O FF * REG ULA R PRICE. 
* ITEMS NO T INCLUDED: CAND Y, SINGLE GREETING Across the street from Old Main * CARDS, CIGA RETTES, FILM 
,,.__ PROCESSING AND � MAGAZINES YOUR SECRET SANTA HEADQUARTERS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
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LAURA SEYMOUR I Staff photographer 
Christmas windows 
As students returned this week from Thanksgiving break, Christmas 
decorating began around the campus. Several students in Weller Hall 
turned their window (above) into a nativity scene. Another window (left) . 
located in the Union walkway , advertises an upcoming Christmas play . " A  
C hristmas Carol" will be performed Dec . 8 i n  McAfee Gym . Students 
wishing to attend the U niversity Board sponsored event can purchase · 
tickets tor $ 1  . 
s i re i m portant i n  com petit ive job market 
a compet itive job inarket for 
tes,  often those with the 
" and desire leave the rest 
g on their dust, a speaker told a 
of Eaqern students Wednesday. 
u ' ve got' to be hungry," said 
y D o l e ,  p u b l i c  
s/ marketing manager at Sarah 
Li ncoln Health Center. "The 
ti tion is sti ff, " she said. 
told students not to depend on 
an ad in the newspaper. " Start 
thinking about who you know. Don't 
ever u nderestimate the power of any 
contact you may have." 
Dole's tips on how 10 get a job in­
c lude researching company goals and 
objective s and getting background 
i n formation. A company is impressed 
if your goals are the same as theirs, she 
said. 
Dole suggested reading company 
brochures, making phone calls and 
talking to employees. 
Experience is  important, but don't 
be intimidated by a lack of it , she said. 
"Get your four-year degree." For a 
public relations j ob it doesn't matter 
what the degree is in. 
Dole told students of the tremendous 
pressure involved in working for a big 
cc;>rporation from her previous ex­
perience as an account executive for 
Southwestern Bell. "Those that 
weren't performing were getting 
· fired, " she said. 
Pressure tests are given to applicants 
w ho make it through the interview 
qage,  she said. 
Dole, for example, was given a large 
� t ack of papers and told to figure out 
how to save the company's image in an 
hour and a half when applying fur a 
job . 
Be prepared to be "yelled at, 
screamed at and insulted, " she said. 
"They just want to see how you will 
react. Some people scream back and , 
are back in the unemployment line," 
she said. 
nate approves fee request pol icy change 
student senate Wednesday 
a resolution forcing all requests 
dent fee increases to be sub­
efore senate elections. 
te speaker Larry Markey said 
lution will require all student 
eases to be turned in five weeks 
the senate �lection day. If the 
ase request is not turned in by 
e, the fee resolution will be 
n the next election' s  ballot. 
bylaw will force all proposals 
for fee . increases to be put on the 
election : ballot and will cut out any 
special elections concerning fee 
requests. 
Senator Suzzane Murrie said she 
favored passage be�ause the bylaw will 
impose . deadlines on organizations 
having fee requests. · , 
· ' 'They should set their budget 
together by the election," Murrie said. 
"It's not a trouble (for the senate), it' s 
more of a burden because they should 
have had it done." 
Make Your 
Talents 
Known 
Thru the 
Dally Eastern News 
But Senator Brian Minogue said he the possiblity of putting a fee increase 
was concerned about the effect the to students on a special election ballot 
proposal could have on the special in January. 
election process. Bill Helmbacher, chairman of the 
"You shouldn't  limit the special student faculty board of legal services 
election," Minogue said. "It ' s  sup- said the increase is needed to cover the 
posed to be used · in · case of an increasing operating costs · of the 
emergency." organization . 
Markey said special elections for · The senate put off discussion on the 
other proposels would not be effected matter until their next meeting. 
by the change in policy. . Markey added the new bylaw will not 
Prior to the vote, the board of legal affect this proposal for a special · 
services approached the senate about election.  
RAISE. 
SOMEONE'S 
·sPIRITS!! 
Balloon 
Bouquet 
sggs  _ 
Call 345- 7007 
Noble's 
Flower Shop 
503 Jefferson 
j . ' ' 
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Classified ads Report errors Immediately at  581 -281 2. A . wlll appear In the next edition. Unless cannot be responsible for an Incorrect ad 1fttt Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
1 0  
- Thursday' s 
Digest 
Crossword -TV 
'5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 7  ,38-Shadow Chasers 1 0:45 p.m. 
1 2-Doctor Who 
1 
·
2-Nightly Business Report 
38-Honeymooners 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "They Came to 
Cordura."  ( 1 959) Six U.S. 
soldiers and one woman make 
a hazardous journey to 
Mexico in 1 9 1 6 . Gary 
Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van 
Heflin .  Fowler: Tab Hunter. 
1 1 :00 p;m. 
3-Hart to Hart 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 5:35 p.m. 
5-Carol Burnett and Friends 1 1 :30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
-9-Barney Miller 
1 0-New Ne ,.1iywed Game 
1 2-MacNeil, t .ehrer 
Newshour 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
8:05 p.m. 
5-Mary Tyler Moore 
8:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Benson 
1 0-Price is Right 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
1 7-New Newlywed Game 
38-Three's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
· 5-Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Cosby Show 
3, 1 0-Magnum P . I .  
7:30 p.m. 
· 2 , 1 5-Family Ties 
8:00 p.m. 
2,1 5-Cheers 
3,1 0-Slmon & Simon 
1 7-Dynaaty II: The Colbys 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Night Court 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Hill Street Blues 
3, 1 0-Knots Landing 
9-News 
1 2-Mystery! 
1 7  , 38-20/20 
9:30 
9-INN News 
2, 1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
9-Movie: "The Hunters . "  
( 1 958) A n  air race in action 
on and off ground during the 
Korean War. Robert Mitchum, 
Robert Wagner, Mary Brit . 
1 7-0ne Day At A Time 
38-Nightline 
1 1 :40 p.m, 
1 0-Movie: A troubled family 
retreats to "King's Crossing" 
in a last chance to stay 
together. A 1 982 TV-series 
pilot. Nan:  Mary Frann.  
1 1 :50 p.m. · 
5-Mavie: "Angels with Dirty 
Faces. "  ( 1 938) Standard 
melodrama of the streets, with 
James Cagney and Pat 
O'Brien in top form as, 
resepctively, a gangster and a 
priest who grew up together. 
9-Movie: "Jenny's War . "  
Dyan Cannon plays Jenny 
Bates, an American deter­
mined to learn the fate of her 
British-pilot son shot down 
over Nazi Germany prior to 
America's entry into WWII. · 
Her quest includes a reunion 
with her estranged husband 
( Hartmut Becker), now a Nazi 
major, and her capture as she 
tries to get information at a 
POW camp. Part I of tow. 
·Eva: Elkie Sommer. 
9:40 p.m. 
5-Movie:  "Flight to 
Holocaust. " ( 1 97 7 )  TV-movie 
about the attempt to rescue 
passengers of a l ight plane 
that crashed into a 
skyscraper. Patrick Wayne,  
Fawne Harriman . 
1 0:00 p.m. 
3, 1 0 , 1 7-News 
9-Carson's Comedy Classics 
38-Twilight Zone 
1 0: 1 0  p.m. 
1 2-0octor Who 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Love Boat 
1 Q-Night Heat 
1 7-Three's Company 
38-Sanford and Son . 
Midnight 
3-More Real People 
1 2:30 a.m. 
3-News 
2:00 a.m. 
9-Comedy Break 
2:30 p.m. 
9-IN N  News 
3:00 a.m. 
9-Movie: "The Champagne 
M urders . "  ( French; 1 967) 
Boredom, corruption and 
murder among the wine 
country "chateau set." An­
thony Perkins, Yvonne 
Furneaux. 
1 Q-8illy Graham Crusd8e 
1 2-National Geographic 
ACROSS 
1 Kind of suit 
I Create edgings 
9 Tree of the 
custard-apple 
family 
14 " . .  ; to get you 
l'l --, honey"' 
15 Mature 
16 Calvino or 
Balbo 
1 7  " Beat it ! "  
18 -Turpin or 
Vereen 
19 Wakefield 
personage 
20 Hope movie : 
1951 
23 Half-inning 
ender 
24 Sounds of 
surprise 
27 About 70 
percent of the 
globe 
28 Caesar's co-
star 
32 Citrus fruit 
34 Attack 
36 Early A . D. 
theologian 
37 Tolerate 
38 Most inclined 
to dawdle 
41 Allen fi lm : 
1971 
43 Agnes , in Avila 
44 Saxe - --
46 Superlative 
finisher 
47 Prussian city, 
famed for 
cutlery 
49 Burgess work, 
with "A" 
56 S E  Asian 
capital 
57 Sma 
58 Paragon 
59 Squash variety 
60 "A.Q.O.T. W . F . "  
novelist 
61 Halos 
62 Revengers in a 
• recent film 
13 -- gestae 
64 Notched 
DOWN 
1 Fitzgerald's 
"The -­
Tycoon" 
2 Hankering 
3 Expose 
4 Glorify 
5 "-- Blues , "  
1924 song 
6 Potted-plant 
stand 
7 Schedule 
8 Hamstrings 
9 Tum 
10 Very eager 
1 1  Roller-derby 
grouping 
12 Jai --
13 Promise 
1 4  
1 7  
' 20 
32 
36 
38 
43 
56 
59 
62 
. 
2 3 4 5 
21 Muscovite 
22 Stratagem 
24 Giraffe's kin 
25 Lake or Indian 
26 Nickleby's 
companion 
28 Largest of the 
West Indies 
29 Express a 
viewpoint 
30 Ballet finales 
31 "-- of robins 
. .  
33 Exam 
35 J immy Dorsey 
hit of 1942 
39 Flat-bottomed 
boat 
40 " When the 
night is 
beginning 
" ·  
Longfellow 
41 Edith and 
Archie 
42 Ex-constella­
tion 
45 Vessel that 
saw action at 
Actium 
47 K . P .  residue 
48 Zenith's 
opposite 
49 Fictional 
sleuth 
50 Limerick 
product 
5 1 -- about 
(approxi­
mately) 
52 String 
53 Nautilus 
captain 
54 Wags the 
tongue I 
55 Otherwise 
10 1 1  12 1 3  
See page 1 1  for answers 
I A fiiii\Servias Offered �- 111. ___ R_oo_rnma_· _res_ 
P r o f e s s i o n a l  r e s u m e  
p a c k a g e s :  t y p e s e t  o r  
typewritten, quality papers, big 
selection, excellent service. 
PATTON QUIK PRINT, West 
Park Plaza, 345-633 1 . 
__________ o.o 
JOB RESUMES FAST AT 
L O W  P R I C E S !  C o p y - X  
Fastprint 207 Lincoln.  345-
63 1 3. 
�---------00 
NEED TYPING: Letters, 
P a p e r s ,  T h e s i s - P r o f .  
Sec.-345-9225.  
__________oo 
Having a Christmas Party? 
Call Brian the D .J .  581 -2091 . 
________1 2/9 
Typing: 75¢/page. Call 348-
8 1 44.  
________ 1 2/6 
NEED TYPING DONE? CALL 
345-2595 AFTER 5 p . m .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
tt Help Wanted 
Need extra money? Sell 
Avon! Call 359- 1 577 or 1 -
800-858-8000. 
------=--=--=---00 
OVERSEAS JOBS . .  Summer, 
yr. round.  Europe, S. Amer. , 
Austral ia, Asia. All fields. 
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing . 
Free info. Write IJC , PO Bx 52-
I L3 Corona Del  Mar, CA 
9 2 6 2 5 .  
________ 1 2/9 
Youth Minister-Weekend 
·only. Are you a Christian 
looking for ministry in a local 
church? An Assemblies of God 
church is looking for you . 
Paris, Il l inois. Call collect, only 
i f  intersted , 1 -463-5355 . 
Bruce. 
----:-=:---::--=-::-'.::C--_1 2/ 1 0 TYPIS.T�$500 weekly at 
home! lnfo!"ITlat!9n? Send self­
addresse!I stamped envelope 
to : DuCharme,  2403- E N .  
Terrac e , C harleston , I I .  
6 1 920. 
_______ 1 2/6 
Center for Non-Violence 
Education seeking full-time 
staff . me m b ers. Lodg i n g ,  
$ 1 50/month , health i n ­
surance. Public interest group 
developing courses on non­
violence and operatin g  
fllational Coalition o n  TV 
V i o l e n c e .  N a t i o n a l  
Headquarters is i n  Urbana, I I .  
Researc h ,  off ice wqrk 
monitoring TV and movies. 
One year commitment. Call 
collect 2 1 7-384- 1 920. 
________RIOO 
Rides/Riders 
NEED RIDERS TO SOUTH 
BEND/NOTRE DAME AREA 
LEAVING 1 2/6 RETURN 1 2/8 . 
CALL BOB 348-8790. 
________1 2/6 ft Roonunates 
t-emale roommate for Spring 
Semester. $ 1 00. 00 a month . 
Call 348-508 9 .  
________ 1 2/6 
Female subleaser: spring 
semester; modern apartment, 
good location. $ 1 35/month. 
345-9253. 
_________ 1 2/6 
FEMALE Roommage needed 
at O l d  Town e .  $ 1 1 0 , 
microoven, dishmuiher, nice 
view. Call 348-0775 .. 
________1 2/5 
Female subleaser needed for 
Spring'Semester. Pinetree Apt. 
OWN ROOM ! Very Nice, 
Clean, Furnished w/ Pool. Call 
Joanne 345-5373. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
S P R I N G  S U B L E AS O R  
NEEDED TO SHARE HOUSE 
FOR THREE. $65 PLUS LOW 
UTILITIES. OWN BEDROOM. 
CONPLETEL Y FURNISHED, 
R E M O D L E D ,  AND CAR­
PETED-INCLUDING BEDR­
OOM. N EAR CHARLESTON 
S Q U A R E .  M A L E  
P R E F E R R E D .  3 4 8 - 8 3 1 4  
AFTER 5 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
Urgent! 1 or 2 female 
subleasers needed for Spring 
Semeste r .  $ 1  00 month , 
microwave washer & dryer, 
great roommates. Call 345-
452 7 .  
_________ 1 2/9 
Wanted : 1 male subleaser 
for Spring Sem. OWN ROOM 
in house Y. block from campus. 
Rent $1 OQ.00 per mo. Cal l  Jim 
345-4 7 9 2 .  
----�--- 1 2/ 1 2 
DESPERATELY NEEDED: 1 
or 2 roommates. Brand new 
apt. on 7th St . Everything 
lurnished and own room . 
$95/month . Call 348-8836. 
________ 1 2/ 1 3 
Urgent! Female subleaser 
needed for Spring! Rent 
reduced to $1 00 . Only 2 
blocks from campus. Two story 
house with microwave and 
washer and dryer. No security 
deposit! Cal l :  day-345-32 7 8 ,  
night-345-9258 . 
________ 1 2/6 
Male subleaser needed for 
Spr ing semeste r .  Good 
location .  good roommates, 
deposit paid. 345-2 7 0 1 . 
_________1 2/ 1  
Male subleaser; Spring 
semester; own bedroom; one 
roommate ; great location ; 
$80/mooth. 345-6926. 
________1 2/9 
Roomate needed starting 
Spring semester. Very nice 
house and own bedroom. Call 
345-94 1 9. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
Male Subleaser Needed: 
Youngestown·e Apartments; 
one monthe's free rent and 
other benefits; call Andy at 
3 4 5 - 2 2 5 4  a n d  l e a v e  
me8sage. 
________ 1 2/ 1 3 
Subleaser needed : own 
room in 3 bedroom house on 
1 2th St. $ 1 20.00/month plus 
uti l ities. 348- 5 5 1 8 , leave 
message. 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
Need 1 female subleaser for 
Youngstowne Apt. Call 345-
3675 after 5p. m .  for details. 
________ 1 2/ 1 6 
-campus clips 
Female subleaser 
Spr ing semester. 
apartment. Four 
campus. Reduced 
8687.  
M A L E  S U B L  
NEEDED for Spring 
Furnished, $95 pa: 
Call Mark 345-791 6.  
F E M A L E  S U B  
N E E D E D :  HOUSE 
CAMPUS. $ 1 2 5 . 00 
PLEASE CALL 345-
348-8082 .  
Up Up & A  
Ball one 
1 503 7th ' 
345-946 
Residence Hall  Association will have a 
meeting Thurs. , Dec. 5, at 5 : 00 p . m .  in Taylor 
Hal l .  Come find out more about what is hap­
pening in the Residence Halls. Everyone is 
welcome to attend. 
Graphic Design Association 
meeting Thursday, Dec. 5, at 7 : 00 p 
Shelbyville Room . Everyone Welcome 
Phi Gamma Nu will have a meeting Thurs. , 
Dec. 5 at 5 : 4 5  p . m .  in the Charleston-Mattoon 
Room. OFFICER ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD. 
Bring money and raffle tickets. Drawing will be 
held tonite. Also, last day for senior wills and 
announcements. 
Student Senate will hold elections December 
5, at 6 : 00 p .m.  in the Union Walkway. Everyone 
is welcome to come. 
Residence Hall Association will present a 
talent show December 5, from 8 :00 p .m.  to 
1 0:00 p . m .  in The Subway. Admission is free. 
All students welcome! 
Association of Honors Stude.nta will hol( its 
regular monthly meeting December 5, at 6 : 00 
p .m.  in the Library Lecture Hall .  All members are 
urged to attend. Progres8ive dinner will be 
discussed. 
Professional Psychology Club will have a 
meeting December 5, at 6 : 00 p.m.  in the 
Greenup Room-Union. This is the last meeting of 
the semester. Mandatory attendance. 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow1h 
its weekly meeting December 5, 
University Union-Oakland Room; at 6 
Carol Armstrong will speak on 
Parents. 
Campus Cllps are published 
charge,  as a public service to the 
should be submitted to The Daily E. 
office by noon one business day 
be published (or date of event). 
should include event, name of 
organization (spelled out - no 
abbreviations), date, time and place 
plus any other pertinent information. 
phone number of submitter must be 
Clips containing conflicting or 
formation will not be run if submitter 
contacted. Clips will be edited 
available. Clips submitted after noon 
day cannot be guaranteed publica · 
be run one day only for any event. 
be taken by phone. 
' 
Thursday's  
Classified ads 
For Rent 
apartments for 
water included; fur­
, $ 1 40 and $ 1 25 .  Call 
2 1 7 1  between 9 & 
1 2/9 ::=--:-:H=E7AT=:
-
s=-u-:b71e
_
a
_
s
_
e Lake . 
ton home for Spring 
, 2 bedroom, basement, 
ve, garage. Available 
20 $280/month 348-
,._ _____ 1 2/ 1 9  
easers needed for 
Semester. Well  in­
trailer includes free 
, cable, trash. Two 
fully carpeted. $280 
month . Call Rick or Bill 
676. 
........ --:----:- 1 2/6 female 
le in 3 bedroom 
I furnished for 5 girts. 
to campus. Laundry 
l e .  Low u t i l i t i e s .  
month . 345-7286.  
�---,---..,..--1 2
/ 1 6  
shed apt. for spring 
ater .  2 s u b l easers 
. Close to campus, 
very low. Water and 
included in rent. Call 
345-2370. 
,..._ _____ 1 2/6 
e subleaser needed 
to campus. $ 1 00/month . 
5·9 1 35 .  
�-----1 2/1 3 NG. Excellent location , 
s 5-bedroom furnished 
. $ 1 1 0 . 00/month . Call 
940 or 345-2356 . 
1 2/ 1 3 
�.,...H-::o..,.,u-=s=E--:o""'N..,.. 4TH 
! Private bedrooms; 
monthly. Hurry ! ! !  Call 
5 1 8 . 
.-- �---1 216 ISHED APARTMENTS ,  
WATER AND TRASH 
$ 7 0 . 0 0  and u p ,  
immediately. 345-
,....._-,-- --- 1 211 6 s for girls in large nice 
2 blocks from campus. 
and 1 986-87 school 
8- 1 654 after 4 p . m .  
1 21 1 6 
�E=cN:-:-=T=s---:R E N T 
TION only $ 1 00 per 
each for a modern · 
nt avai lable NOW. 
droom u n f u r n i s h ed 
heat and air con­
, carpet, with ample 
, with grocery and 
across the street. 
345-7746.  
00 
"""G�...,.A-N-=-D--:S::-:-UC":"M-:M-E R  
MENTS AVAILABLE 
Call ph. 345- 77 46 : also 
your fall apartments 
--:--...,...,-,-;-...,..--:-:----:-c:::oo sublet to May 1 5th . 
utilities. Call Dorene 
320. 
1 2/ 1 0  -
su-:-b,-le
-
as
_
e
_
r
_
n_,e
-
e-,ded for 
aemester. 2 bedroom 
5· 1 007,  ask for Todd. 
,.......,..,,....,..-,...--.,----:1 2/5 of living in the dorm? 
in a house next 
. $ 1 00/month per 
. 3 1 9  Madison. Call 
76 after 3p.m.  
�-::-:,,-,----:1 2/6 -Seitsinger Apart-
1 6 1 1 9th St. Excellent 
, one block east Old 
Completely furnished. 
garbage pick-up 
. One girt for Spring 
1 986 to complete a 
apartment. Call 345-
-.::-:--=--:-:--1 2/6 Male Su b lesssors 
Spring Semester! 
two story house, 4 
, two bath , fireplace 
ate parking.  Phone 
76 . 
._...---,-..,--..,--1 2/ 1 3  new 2 bedroom Apt. 
lose to cam p u s .  
a month. 345- 1 1 98 . 
.....,... ____ 1 2/9 
room apartment and 
oom house. Call 
SERVICES 345-
,........ ____ 1 2/ 1 6 Subleaser Needed. 
in house with 3 
. $ 1 2 5/mo. 1 block 
s .  Call 348-5248.  
�----1 2/ 1 3  
rooms for students 
1 345- 7 1 7 1 .  
f i For Rent 
S u b l e a s e r ( s )  n e e d e d : 
Modern, spacious 2 bedroom 
apt. Close to EIU and shop­
ping. P-hone 348-7 706 for 
more info. 
________ 1 2/6 
Spring Se m  . . Furnished 
house 2 bdrms, 2 baths, close 
to campus. 3-4per. 1 35/mo. 
Call :  348-5430 or 345- 4 1 6 9 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 0  
A V A I L A B L E N O W 2 
bedroom apartments for 2 ,  3 or 
4 people.  Cal l Regency 
Apartments for details. 345-
� 1 05 .  Mon . -Fri . 9-5, Sat. 1 .0-
4 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2  
1 & 2 bedroom apts. Leases. 
Available now and December. 
Leland Hall Real Estate, 345-
7023. 
. 
________ 1 2/6 
Rooms for Women 1 4 1 5 
Seventh , 6th house from 
campus. 345-3845.  $ 1 00 
monthly-utilities included. 
_____ 1 2/3-5,  1 0- 1 2 
��
----
F
-
·o
_r_
S
_
a
_
le 
1 97 7  Fender Jazz Bass 
Guitar. Excellent Condition.  WI 
cas e .  $ 4 0 0 . 0 0 .  1 9 7 8  
Rickenbacher Amplifier. Good 
C o n d i t i o n . W I  c o v e r .  
$ 2 0 0 . 0 0 .  1 9 7 6  G ibson 
Epiphone Electric Guitar. 
Good Condition . WI case. 
$200 . 00.  Call 348-8985. Ask 
. for Dave. 
________ 1 2/6 
Loft for sale at $2 0 .  If in­
terested call 58 1 -5287 . 
--------1 2/6 Opel Coupe 1 9 72. 28mpg­
$400 . Call 58 1 -5452 .  
________ 1 2/6 
1 98 2  Fiat Spider 2000 , mint 
.condition , no rust, excellent 
stereo, new tires. 348-078 1 .  
________ 1 2/9 
For Sale: . 1 973 Ponitac 
wagon . 1 1 3 , 000 mi .  First 
$300 drives it away. Call 5 8 1 -
5549 . 
________ 1 216 
$200 Mitsubishi Diamond 
Collection Car Stereo for 
$ 1 00 . AM/FM/Cass , FF , 
REW, AUTO REV, LOU D  and 
Metal Capabilities. 345- 1 580 . 
________ 1 2/6 
Sansui 214 channel receiver ; 
Akai tape deck. SIC turntable; 
4 speaker�; tapes. Call 348-
80 1 9  . (after 5p.m . ) .  $300 or 
BEST OFFER. 
________ 1 216 
Ibanez Iceman guitar. Natrual 
wood finish, laminated thru 
neck and Carv i n  s u p e r  
distortion pickup.  Price: $395. 
w/case. Call Dan at 348-7969.  
________ 1 21 1 3 
0 
] Lost/Found 
FOUND: mittens, sweater,  
keys, eyeglasses, Star Wars 
watc h ,  notebooks ( Kay 
Grambo, Keisha Tiggs, art) . 
M usic Dept. 1 1 9 FAM . 
1 2/5 . -L-0-S�T�:
-
G�o-=-=-LD=-�R""'l�M M' E D 
Report error• lmmedl•tely •t 581·281 2. A correct •d 
wllt •PPM' In th• next edition: Unle11 notified, we 
c•nnot be rHpon1lble for •n Incorrect 1d 1tter It• flrat 
ln1ertlon. O..dlln• 2 p.m. prevtou1 d1y. 1 • 
qJ Lost/Found <l AnnoWtccmcnrs <}} A nnoWtccmcnts <J A nnoWtccrricms 
FOUND : Female Benji look 
alike dog with collar on. Found 
on 4th St. near Carlyle Apt. 
Call 345-7587.  
_________ 1 2/9 
C HS TROJET UNIFORM 
TAKEN FROM CAROL'S ORV 
CLEANERS. OWNER CAN­
NOT PERFORM AT GAMES 
WITHOUT IT. ANYONE WITH 
INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 
5 8 1 - 2 1 2 5  or 345-206 2 .  NO 
QUESTIONS ASKED. 
________ 1 215 
<J AnnoWtccmcms 
If you want to get .warm ! !  
stop by the AMA hot chocolate 
& doughnut hole -sale in 
Coleman Hall Wed.  & Thur. 
1 2/5 _
B
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BROTHERS POSTERS $ 2 .00 .  
579 1 . 
------�-1 215 Madonna Hoertel : Please 
don't go! !  Second floor will 
miss you . Remember Bellevil le 
isn't far from Lake Forest or 
Libertyville. Love, Martha. 
_________ 1 2/5 
L i s .a H a d d e n : 
Congratu lations on going 
active! I 'm proud of you! Love, 
your DZ mom Lisa. 
_________ 1 2/5 
Riviera Tan Spa. 6 super 
beds-car loads welcome. 
235-00 1 2 .  
_________ 1 2/5 
F . M . A .  Pizza get-together 
Friday at Caesar's Pizza 4 : 30-
6 : 00 .  All members welcome . .  
_________ 1 2/6 
Phi Ga m m u  N u-Raffle 
drawing tonite! Cost: 50¢ . 
First prize: Portable Stereo. 
Second prize: Keg of Beer. 
Get in touch with your· favorite 
member now! 
________ 1 215 
Gina Loughmiller: You are 
doing a great job with pledging 
keep up the good work. Let's 
get together soon! !  ·Love ya, 
Lisa. 
________ 1 215 
Pregnant? N e e d  h e l p? 
Birthright cares. Free testing.  
348-855 1 Mon. -Thurs. 9 :00 
a . m . - 5 :00 p . m . ,  Fri . 9 :00 a . m . -
1 2 : 00 p . m .  
________ 1 2/ 1 6  
G R E E KS-Say I LOVE 
· you ! !  with roses from the 
GREENHOUSE .  $ 1 8 . 50 a 
dozen, delivered, assorted 
colors. 1 5 1  4 Y. 1 0th St. Phone 
345- 1 057 .  
________ 1 2/6 
See us for X-mas gifts with 
strings attatched. BALLOONS. 
Up Up & Away Balloonery, 7th 
& Lincoln , 345-9462 .  
_______ 1 2/1 3 
. DECEMBER SPECIAL: 20% 
off all Mary Kay products. Call 
Chris at 345-6 708 anytime. 
________ 1 2/ 1 6 
JULI E  BARGER-HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY TO MY FLORIDA 
FRIEND. CELEBRATE AT THE 
HAGUE? CHUKKLES WILL BE 
THERE! MKCP LOVE, PAM. 
________ 1 2/5 
' CAROL ROEH M  HAVE A 
NICE DAY! I HOPE IT IS RICH 
I N E NJ O Y M E N T! LET'S 
PARTY SOON !  TKE LOVE, 
MER.I .  
________ 1 215 
Dawn Farris: Your ASA 
Secret Santa hopes you have a 
Merry week! 
________ 1 2/5 
Tif, Laura, Natalie & Deanne, 
I 'm gonna miss you next 
semester-come visit me in St.  
Louis! Love, Lil Cindy . 
________ 1 215 
Puzzle Answers 
L I B E L •  T A T I p A P A W  
A T  A X , . A G E I I T A L 0 s c R A 11 •  B E N I  y I C A R 
T H  E L E II 0 N O R  0 p K I 0 
--- T  H I R 0 O U  T ----
0 H s •  0 c E A N S  • C 0 C A  K U II 0 U A T I S E  T U P 0 N 
A R  I U S  A B  I 0 E 
p 0 K I E S T I B A  N A  N A S  I N E Z • C  0 B U R  G •  E S T 
-- -- s 0 L I N G  E N  ---
C L 0 c K W  0 R K 0 R A N G  E 
H A  N 0 I - E E I  I 0 E A L 
A C  0 R N I E II R I N I II B S  
. !I.. � B, 0 S I R E S I E R 0 S E 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Doonesbury 
A TTE N T I O N A L L  I N -
D E P E N D E NTS , R O M A N S , 
AND GREEKS-PARTY WITH 
THE M EN OF SIGMA N U  
U P S T A I R S A T R O C S  
TONIGHT. 
_________ 1 2/5 
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL 
AND SAFE. Join NARAL. Free 
referral. 345-92 8 5 .  
--------'c- M , R/00 
Call Help Line-Rape Line . 
Hours-3 P . M .  to Midnight, 
daily. Call 345-2 1 62 or 235-
4 1 7 9 .  Rape-Referral-Bridge 
To Professionals. 
_1 2/5 ,  1 2 , 1 /9 , 1 6 , 23 , 3 0 ,  
2 / 6 ,  1 3 , 2 0 ,  3 / 6 , 1 3 , 2 0  
TH E  ROMANS XMAS BASH . 
WEAR YOU R  ROMANS SHIRT 
TO GET IN FREE. NON·  
ROMANS $3 . 0 0 .  AT ROCS 
FRI .  THE 6TH .  
________ 1 2/6 
Z E RO I N  O N . R OCS 
TON IGHT. 
1 2/5 
ALPHA GAM PLEDGES: 
When's walkout? 
________ 1 2/5 
The Women of TBS are 
tel l ing C hristmas Bedtime 
Stories on campus Monday 
Dec. 9-Thursday Dec. 1 2 . 
Call 58 1 -5792 for more in­
formation. For only $ 2 . 00 you 
can be tucked into bed with 
style .  
345-2363 
REMEMBER JOHN LENNON 
VIGIL Sunday Dec. 8th, 8 : 00-
9 : 00 LIBRARY QUAD. For 
information call 58 1 -2909.  
---=------ 1 216 Hey Triad Babes, Douglas . 
Hall wants you ! Come as you . 
are for a study break down­
stairs at Reflections, Sunday 
evening, 1 2-08-85 .  
________ 1 216 
STEPHANIE GRAY : Hope . 
you have a FANTASTIC Bir­
thday! Let's celebrate! Love , 
Anne. 
________ 1 2/5 
Sig-Habs: Don't forget about 
our long awaited get-together 
tomorrow! ! !  
________ 1 2!'5 
A H A  T A L E N T S H O W 
TON IGHT AT THE SUBWAY . 
S H O W S T A R T S A T  
8P . M .-FREE ADMISSION.  
EVERYONE'S WELCOME!  . 
1 215 
To The One I Love, Thanks 
for Being There to Listen . I 
Hope you have a Great Day. 
The One You ,Love. 
________ 1 215 
LORI LIENHART: Thanks for 
the wake-up breakfast! !  You're 
a great Sweetheart . Love, THE 
SIGS. 
_______ 1 215 
CHERYL: You're a Fantastic 
kid! I 'm very proud of you . 
LOVE' , Lisa. 
' PINETREE 
APARTMENTS 
NEAR CAMPUS 
by Berke Breathed 
1H€ 'MNANll JR. 6<XXJ " 
POeS M1T FllC€ 
0850USW.Ce 
wrm GK!flrr 
f0617C PIGNITY. 
\. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
STRJCTLYON 
ANABlllTY-
70-WIY�, 
�axJ/l5e. 
GLASSES I N  BLACK HARD • 
WffU-, N �aAP 
N@/5, SO/. 7Jt: Nf!IU  
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P L A S T I C C A S E ,  
S O M E W H E R E  N E A R  
LIBRARY . I F  FOUND PLEASE 
CALL 345-93 1 6 .  
------::--�1 215 Lost: Keys on a blue coil wire 
somewhere on campus. Call 
Elementary Education 5 7 2 8 .  
-.,-- --,---=c-:-:--1 2/5 LOST: . 1 4K Gold, reversible 
bracelet. Sentimental value. 
Reward! !  Please call  ( 58 1 -
5278) .  Ask for Kim: 
________ 1 2/9 
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iJhursday 's 
December s,  1 985 Classlfled ads 
Report •rors Immediately at 511·211 2. A 
wlll appear In th• next edition. Un .... 
cannot be r .. ponalble for an Incorrect ad an. 
ln11ertlon. o.edllne 2 p.m. previous day. 
�)1 AnnoWKemenas 
ALL ROMANS: REMEMBER 
TO WEAR YOUR ROMANS 
SHIRT FRI , THE 6TH AT 
ROCS TO GET IN FREE. NQN. 
ROMANS $3.00 ALL U CAN 
DRINK. 
1 2/6 -A-,ST==--LA"""'M-:-:B:-:D'""'AS-::---:-:AR=--E=- THE 
BEST. WE ARE PROUD OF 
YOU-the actives. P.S. Ac· 
tivation is almost here! . 
-------,.--·-1 215 
· (2)  SHURE SM S7 Mies. 
Both for $ 1 00. 348-5527.  
1 2/6 
_E_l_U---,-C-H_E_E�R�L�E�A-D�E R S  
Thank-you very much for all the 
extra time and effort you have 
put in the last few weeks! You 
all were great! I think we have a · 
lot to be proud of. THANKS A 
LOT! Love Ya'll ,  Christy. 
--- _____ 1 2/5 
Adverti& :: your unwanted · 
items in ·:ne Daily Eastern 
News classif1�'1 ads. 
�} AnnoWKemenrs 
The Women of TBE are 
telling Christmas Bedtime 
Stories . on campus Monday 
Dec. 9-Thursday Dec. 1 2 . 
Call 58 1 -5792 for more in· 
formation. For only $2.00 you 
can be tucked into bed with 
styl
,
e. 
________ 1 211 1 
THE ROMANS CHRISTMAS 
PARTY IS FRIDAY DEC. 
6-ALL YOU CAN DRINK FOR 
$ 3 . 0 0 !  A L L  R O M A N S  
WEARING THEIR T-SHIRTS 
GET IN FREE ! !  
<)1 Anno�emenas <F AnnoWlCemenas t:;:r_AnnoWlCements <J .... ..., ...,.,... 
JAMA ANTHONY! Congrats 
on winning your award. I'm 
very proud of you. Keep up the 
good job! Love, Mom. 
________ 1 2/5 
BOMBS AWAY: TONIGHT 
PARTY WITH SIGMA NU AT 
Rocg.....s1 AT DOOR, 25¢ 
BEERS. 
________ 1 2/5 
Make money through . the 
classified ads. 
_________ ,h-00 
V e r y  f u n n y , C A R O L  
ROEHM. Since you can't "take 
a hinf' elther, let's have a 
terrific time enriching our lives 
at the library. Shel. 
______ 1 2/5 
Send your sweetheart a 
carnation with a message on it. 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA will . be 
selling carnations for a dollar in 
the Union Thursday and 
Friday. 
________ 1 2/5 
ALPHA GAM 'NATER POLO 
PLA YEAS, Congratulations on 
winning the Championship.  
Love your Alpha Garn sisters. 
_________ 1 2/5 
ALL U CAN 
$3.00 AT THE 
XMAS PARTY . 
ROMANS SHIRT ANO 
FREE. FRI THE 
ROCS. 
. 
ALPHA PHIS: 
TERRIFIC DAY! 
Need a place to 
just to hang your hat? 
in the Daily East 
· classifieds! 
K E R R I  R O  
YES-Let's go out 
soon!  JUST CRANK! 
great Mom and 
special friend! Love, 
Everything you n e e 
to know to survi v 
studying ,  
test taking ,  
fin a) projects • • • 
an d m ore! 
. Tuesday, December 5, 1 98 5  1 3  
usical tribute celebrates 
ars' successful season 
RILL VILLE, Ind. (AP)-Stormy 
ther is an a capella group of guys 
hope to cash in on the success of 
Chicago Bears with a new song, 
e Monsters of the Midway." . 
en not singing, members of the 
p lead normal lives. One is a 
ate . detective, one drives a beer 
k, one is a Gary policeman, one is a 
!worker, and one operates a Zip's 
store. 
e lyrics were penned by Henry 
g, a Crown Point private detec­
' to the tune of an old blues song by 
· go bluesman Jimmy Reed. It's a 
of musical tribute to the suddenly 
sful Bears of the National 
tball League. 
is is actually the third cham­
nship bandwagon Stormy Weather 
tried to capitalize on in the past 
years. The Cubs pennant drive in 
inspired a tune that received 
nsive air play and sold 7 ,000 
ies, according to Farag's brqther 
r, a Merrillville concert promoter. 
eir greatest success came in 1983 
n the White Sox were "winning 
" on �heir way to a title. "Fever of 
," Stormy Weather's tribute to the 
9 W hite Sox sold 20,000 discs. 
' It was sort of new for someone to 
e a song about a winning team," 
r said , especially in Chicago where 
ning teams came along only slightly 
often than Halley's Comet. 
enry Farag actually penned the 
s for "Monsters of the Midway" 
n the Bears' star began to rise last 
n. A recording received some 
lay on the Chicago stations but, 
the other songs, when the team fell 
to the San Francisco 49ers in the 
playoffs, the song fell off the play list. 
When the Bears had a 1 2-0 record 
earlier this season, Henry retuned the 
lyrics to include legend-in-his-own­
time William · "The Refrigerator" 
Perry and a couple of other changes 
and the group made a record that is 
now available. 
In addition to Henry Farag, 
members of the group are Jimmy 
Hamm, a Schererville beer truck 
driver; Nick Pavlitza, a policeman 
from the Olen Park section of Gary; 
Jimmy Calinski, a foreman for U.S. 
Steel from Schererville; and David 
Mitchell, an operator of a Zip's food 
store who lives in Schererville. 
Omar Farag said a blues _tune was 
chosen because of the obvious con­
nections to Chicago - it's a blues 
town, the Bears are said to be part of 
the Black-and-Blue Division of the 
league and several of the Bears are 
starring in commercials and a poster as 
the Black and Blues Brothers . 
Although the group is noted for 
performing at rock 'n' roll oldies 
s hows  w i t h ou t  m us i c a l  . a c ­
companiment, they felt an in­
strumental _background was needed on 
the record. The flipside is "Christmas 
Time is Coming - A Street Carol" 
· written by the ·goup and done a capella. 
We're in the music business, and we 
feel that if, musically, we can pay 
tribute to the Bears, that's what our 
business is, "  Omar said. "We don't 
expect to make a bundle of money, but 
the Bears are catching fire all over the 
country. " 
ST ARTS FRIDAY! 
PEE·WEE HERMAN 
PEE-Wfl'$ . 
ltG ADV1#ru11 
FAOM WARNEii BROS. $ lPGI 
TOMORROW 7:1 0 AND 9:1 0 
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I t  $1 .69 $1 .69 l $1 .69_ !  
l , 2-PIECE 2-PIECE . I 2-PIECE I 
· 1  COUPON , COUPON , 1 COUPON 1 
: t 2 pieces af c:hlCken (Origlnlll Recipe OI 2 pieceS af Chicken (Origlnlll Recipe OI I 2 pieces of Chicken (Original Recipe OI � 
I Extra Criilpy) • 1 individual _..ing af Extra CrlaPYl • 1 lndlvtdual urv1ng 
of 
I 
Extra Criilpy) • 1 lndlvtdual --'no of 
I maehed polalOe9 Sid r#INY • fresh· . maehed potatoes and r#INY • fresh- mlllhed potatoes Sid r1fNY • fresh· 
' I  baked Buttermilk lllacult IOI only $1 .69 baked Buttermilk Biacu� IOI oniY $1 .69 baked Buttennlk Biacuit IOI only $1 .89 I 
I with 111is coupon. Umil one package per with this coupon. Umtt one package per j with this coupon . Limit one package per r 
· J coupon, lour coupons per cust
omer. coupon , four coupons per customer. coupon, lour coupons per customer. I' 
Good on combination white/dark orders Good on combination whiteldar1< � Good on combination white/dar1< orQera I 
1 f only . Customer pays all IJ. only. Customer pey• all . IJ. 
only. Customer pays all ... � I 
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SPECIALS i 
20 %0FF � 
ANGORAS 50 0£FF I 
. th· � � 
SELECT 
JEANS 
ru 1e 7. 
4th & Lincoln Mon. - Sat. 1 0· - 5:30 
Sun. 1 - 5 
* FREE GIFT WRAPPING 1i 
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Budweis er® 
KING OF BEERS® 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
' 
! LARRY PRETTO {Winona, 
ICanada) , freshman forward, was picked the M id­
Continent soccer "Player of 
the Year." 
M E L A N I E  H A T F I E L D 
{Lawrenceburg, Ind. ) ,  senior . 
guard, scored 33 points and 
: tailied 20 steals in EIU's 
third-place finish at the 
Badger lrivitational . She also 
was named ·to the all- ' . 
tournament team. 
49ers and Miami ' 
eye Super Bowl 
rematch in 1 986 
By the Aaaoclated Preas 
_ Thirteen weeks ago, the San 
Francisco 49ers and Miami Dolphins 
were shocked in their season openers 
by Minnesota and Houston, respec­
tively. The football . world wondered 
what had become 6f last season's 
Super Bowl participants. . 
Since their opening losses, the 49ers 
and Dolphins have combined to lose 
only seven games and both appear 
assured of spots in the National 
Football League playoffs. 
While they haven't achieved' their 
combined 34-4 record of a year ago, 
both teams are playing their best 
football 1..•f 1985 when it counts most. 
On Sumhy, the 49ers improved to 8-
5 with a 35-8 victory over the 
Washington Redskins, three-time 
defending champion in the NFC East. 
On Mond�y night, the Dolphins, now 
9-4, beat . Chicago 38-24, the Bears' 
first defeat in 13 games. 
That win was Miami's fourth 
straight and lifted it into a three-way 
tie in the AFC East with New England 
and the New York Jets. 
Although ' its record does not quite 
match that of Miami, San Francisco · 
may have an easier task in making 'the 
playoffs. The Dolphins are one of five · · 
9-4 teams· in the AFC East and West, 
only four of which will make the 
playoffs because the Central division 
�winner must be represented. Cleveland 
currently leads there with a 7-6 mark. 
The 49ers can take over first place in 
the NFC West with a victory over the 
fading Los Angeles Rams at home next 
Monday night. The Dolphins' winning 
· streak coincides with the return of wide 
receiver Mark Duper, who missed nine 
games with a broken leg. 
"We're getting healthy at just the 
ri�ht time," said Coach Don Shula. 
White Sox hire . 
man who coined 
'winning .. ugly ' 
CHICAGO (AP)-Former Texas 
Rangers manager DOJ.18 Rader has been 
named third-base coach of the Chicago 
White Sox, Chicago Manager Tony 
LaRussa announced Wednesday. 
Rader, 41, was fired last May after 
managing the Rangers since 1983.  He 
replaced Jim Leyland, who was hired 
as the new manager of the Pittsburgh 
Pirates, the White Sox said. 
Rader, who played 10 years in the 
major leagues, had a 155-200 record in 
his 2# seasons wih the Rangers. 
He is known to White Sox fans for 
coining the expression "winning ugly" 
to describe the 1983 White Sox team irat won the American League West 
title. . -
A Chicago native, Rader played 
eight seasons with the Houston Astros, 
winning. five consecutive Gold Gloves 
fr<?m 1970-74. He also played with San 
Diego and Toronto. 
His major-league totals were a .25 1 
batting average with 1 55 home runs 
and 722 RBis. 
in the 
Sports · 
·P.ages! ,  
Thursday, Decem ber 5, 1985 ··� The Dally Eastern 
Zen ith Data System s and 
Word Lin k presents a 
· Prod uct Open House 
The open house - wi l l  i nclude software and . hardware 
demonstrations, plus personalized _demonstration time. -
Date: Thursday, December 5, 1 985 
Where: Martinsvi l le Room, Student Union 
Time: Open 1 0:00 a.m. to 4:00- p.m. for facu lty, 
students, and staff members. 
Zenith Data Systems 
manufactures a full l ine of 
IBM PC Compatible Products . 
OPEN HOUSE SPECIAL! ! 
ZF-1 48-42 plus 
ZVM-1 22 Amber monitor s99900 
Help bri ng · down the cOst 
<>.' your education·! 
Zenith Dual Drive 
Z-1 48 PC Compatible . 
Special Edueational Price 
$999.00 
2S6K, (2) 360K S Y.  Floppy Drives, 
Serial and parallel ports; . 
4.77/8mhz, plus more . . .  
Zenith Dual Drive 
Z-1 3 8  PC Compatible 
Special Educational Price 
. $1 ,149.00 
2S6K, (2) 360K S Y.  Floppy Drives, 
7" Built-in Amber monitor, 
Serial and parallel ports, 
4.77/8mhz, plus more . . .  
Zenith Dual Drive 
Z-1 58 PC-IBM PC Compatible" 
Special Educational Price 
$1,299.00 
256K, (2) 360K SY. Floppy Drives, 
Serial and parallel ports, 
4. 77 /8mhz, plus more . . .  
(Optional 10 meg winchester available) 
Zenith Dual Drive 
Z- 1 7 1  PC Portabie PC Compatible 
Special Educational Price 
$1 ,349.00 
2S6K, (2) 360K S Y.  Floppy Drives, 
Serial and parallel ports, 
(Optional built-in modein, · 
Battery Pack) and more . . .  
Zenith High Perfomance AT -Compatible -
- Special Educational Price 
$2,199.00 S I  2K, ( 1 )  1 .2 meg S Y.  Floppy Dive 
Serial and parallel port 
80268 processor plus more . . .  
(Optional 10 meg winchester available) 
Zenith Monitors 
Monochrome Composite 
ZUM- 1 220 - Amber ZUM-1 230 - Green 
Special Educational Price 
$99.00 
Color Monitors 
ZUM--13.3 - RGBI Color Monitor 
Special Educational Price 
$335 .00 
Price Lists will .be avai lable at OPEN HOUSE 
Word Link �.Nli"N I data 
24 E. Green St.  s systems 
Champaign,- IL When total Performance is the only option . 
21 7-359-9378 IBM PC - Trademark International 'Business Machines 
_© 198S, Zenith Data Systems· 
Dally EasteJJI News · Th ursday, Decem ber 5 ,  t 9 8 5  1 5  
ech Lendl  routs Lloyd 
Austral ian quarterfi nals� 
Spi kers ___ from page 1 6  
to the state prep tournament in Lantz 
Gym , amb,ushed Gateway Conference 
rival Western Illinois with a three-game 
Junior outside hitter · Maura . 
LeFev?>ur led the Panthers in block 
solos (31) and .tied senior Lori Berger in 
block assists (62) . BOURNE , (AP)-Top-seeded 
Lendl of Czechos lo�akia 
olled his way through the fianl 
to defeat Britain's  John Lloyd 
2, 6- 1 J'hursday in the quar­
s oflhe Australian Open tennis 
ent. 
26-year-old Czech, aiming to 
e Australian title for the first 
struggled through the first set , 
n used his power serves to good 
and romped to victory in one 
minutes. · 
unseeded Lloyd, who had 
seeds Tomas Smid and Joakim 
on his way to the last eight of 
s court event, found his own 
ad deserted him. 
d no chance against a player of 
ber, if could only get 50 percent 
first serves in, ' '  the 3 1  -year-old 
man said. 
seeded Stefan Edberg of 
meets un seeded Michiel 
rs of the Netherlands in the 
uaterfinal .  
no1 playing my best and I am 
ing , "  said - the 1 9-year-old 
the j unior Grand Slam 
"on in 1 983. "H's just not 
are scheduled Thursday. 
Defending champion Chris Evert 
Lloyd takes on fifth-seeded Claudia 
Kohde-Kilsch· of West Germany, while 
the world�s  No. 1 player, Martina 
Navratilova, plays Czechoslavakian 
rival Hana .fyfandlikova, the third seed. 
The women had a day off Wed­
nesday when the spotlight fell on John 
McEnroe. 
Towering Yugoslavian , Slobodan 
" Bobo" Zivoj inovic ended McEnroe ' s  
ambition of winning a Grand Slam 
tournament in 1 985 . 
Zivonjinovic · scored an astounding 
2-6, 6-3, 1 -6,  6-4, 6-0 quarterfinal 
victory over the controversial 26-year­
old American to earn a semifinal 
_ meeting with defending champion 
sweep. _ 
" We played one of our best matches . 
of the year against Western that 
Thursday , "  Ralston said. "A lot of it 
had to do with the familiarity of 
McAfee because we practice every 
day. ' '  
· 
· Senior co-captain Judy Pianos led 
the team in hitting per�entage ( . 259) 
and kills (3 1 1 ) .  
" Judy really came o n  a t  the end o f  
the year, "  Ralston said . " She would 
have had a l'egitimate shot at being all­
eonference if the voting had taken 
place' at the end of the season . ' '  
Pianos earned Gateway Player-of­
the-Week honors for her outstanding 
performance against both Western and . 
Bradley. 
Sophomore Diane Eiserman led 
Eastern in total hitting attempts (792) , 
service aces (42) and digs (264) . 
Eiserman set a school record for most 
digs in one match with 30 against 
Wichita State . 
· 
Sophomore setter Jeanne Pacione 
"quarterbacked" . the Panther 5- 1  
offense by dealing out 764 assists . 
Ralston also expressed hope for the 
Panther future despite losiqg se.nior 
starters Pianos, Berger and · Misty 
Buckhold to graduation. 
"I was glad that the freshmen ,z.): 
experience, especially (hitters) G ia 1;•r n 
(Galanti) , Gina (Knoke) a�d (se t ter )  
LeAnn (Thomas) , "  Ralston said . 
" They will be the key to our future . "  
Mats Wilander Friday: 
The loss ended McEnroe' s  chances ' ·  ��:;;:::::;:==::;;:;===========:ti: 
of catching Lend! at the top of the . Residence Hall Association 's · R Nabisco Grand Prix standings.  First place is worth $800,000 and the second ANNUAL. : H worth about $550,000. 
A . " 
. It also ended the left-han,der 's · hopes · TA.LENT· SHOW in regaining the world 's  No : 1 spot . 
from Lendl and he was fined an ad-
ditional $ 1 ,000 for failing to attend the TONr'· GHT. . postmatch press conference. J 1 
The third-seeded Wilander, who is s· • th · u •' - s b l anky Schapers defeated aiming for his third consecutive P·. �·  ID e . nton u way don champion Boris Becker in . Australian title, cruised · into the C nd round and has nothing to semifinals with a 6-3 , 7-5 , 6-2 victory . . .ome join the fun 
e is ranked just 188th in the over sixth-seeded AmeriCan Johan 
Kriek, champic.m in 1 98 1 and 1 982. 
. With 
The News welcomes anyone 
with a wil l ingness to learn . 
Stop by Buzzard North Gym 
to join the award- winning News team! 
. RH . Live Entertainment · J.\ and Door Prizes! 
Let People Know It! Send Them 
A CHRISTMAS PERSONAL 
URSDAY· 
CHERS 
1 .50 
Art 
Elements 
$1 .00 
Messages will appear Monday, Dec. 16! 
15  words for $1 .25 .  
Additional words ,are 10 . each 
A) Ii B) i C) 
. ,  
After a bril l iant 1 1  -2 start, Eastern's  volleyball 
team made an unfortunate "turn for the worst . 
during the 1-985 season .. The "spikers lost their 
LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer 
last 1 4 of 1 9 matches, finishing the season below 
. 500 at 1 6- 1.7 . Spiker Di�ne .i;:iserman ( pictured) ' · was :One of several key pl�yers. · 
. . � ' . 
Spikers'  season i llustrated ·p�rfect 
Dr . Jekyl l and Mr.  Hyde characters 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
Eastern ' s 1 6-1 7 volleyball season could 
probably best be illustrated by Dr.  Jekyll and Mr.  
Hyde. 
On one hand, the Panthers were a giant-killing 
powerhouse that reeled off to their best start in 
school history . 
But on tiJe other hand, Eastern was a floun-_ 
dering, error-plagued squad that stumbled 
t h rough a disappointing . second half of the 1 985 
campaign. 
" l t ' was frustrating," Eastern coach Betty 
Ralston said. " It ' s  the kind of thing that if  th.ey 
hadn't  gotten off to such a fast start like that, we 
probably would. have finished · about where I 
expected." 
And where Ralston had expected the youthful ,  
inexperienced Panthers to finish was around the 
.500 mark. But , Eastern 's  strong start put the · 
Panthers' season in a different light all together . 
· Eastern opened the season by shocking national 
' ·  power Louisiana State with a three-game sweep in 
the opening round of the Lady Tiger Classic at 
Memphis, Tenn.  
Good fortune continued for the Panthers as 
they then upset Clemson, Alabama-Birmingham 
and host Memphis State-after being down two 
Cold shoot i 
ch i l l s  Easte 
at Colorado 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
Fort Collins, Colo. -Eastern certainl 
enjoy a Rocky Mountain High Wednesda! 
Panthers· dropped an 83-62 de�ision to 
State. 
Eastern was plagued by icy-cold field goal 
from the game ' s  outset. The Panthers sh 
percent on the night,  and only 19 percent in 
half. · 
" It doesn ' t  make any difference wh 
playing, when you ' re shooting i 9 percent in 
half you ' re going to be in trouble," East 
Rick Samuels said in a post-game radio inte 
The loss dropped Eastern ' s  record to 
Panthers have now lost two straight 
Colorado State improved to 4-l . · 
While the Panthers floundered in the e 
by sinking just two of their first 1 2  field 
tempts,  Colorado State was red-hot. The R 
led by senior center Rich Strong, who scor 
• Colorado State ' s  first seven points. 
Colorado State, a member of the Wester 
Conference, '  easily mounted a 42-2 1 �al 
vantage . 
" We j u s t  cou l d n ' t  p u t  t he bal l  in t h  
S a m u e l s  said . " T ha t ' s  our biggest probl 
n ow , b u t  I don ' t  t h i n k  i t ' s  the k i nd of t h i n  
p l a g u e  u s  a lot . We j ust  h a v e  t o  p u t  i t  beh in  
As i f  t h i ngs weren ' t  a l ready b a d  enoug 
Pant hers , senior center Kevi n  Duckwort h s 
of t he game on t he Eastern bench i n  fou 
Duckwort h ,  w h o  had scored 24 p o i n t s  i n  
loss t o  M i n nesot a ,  c o u l d  o n l y  m u s t e r  nine 
. Davi d  Turco t t e ,  w h o  played o n  t he 
J unior Nationat ·team, paced t h e  Ram at ta 
points. John Dudley added 16 points t o  t he 
. C.olorado State offense. . . 
Strong and reserve Bill Larsen round 
Rams' double figure scorers wi th 15 and 
re�pedively . 
Senior forward Jon Collins was the Pant 
double-figure scorer with 13 points-well 
22.0 points-per-game average. 
Guards Doug Crook , Norm Evans and J 
all notched eight points on the evening for 
The closest the Panthers could pull in t 
half was 1 5  points as a Collins' jum 
Colorado State lead to 57-42 . 
"Our intent at the end of the first half 
whole second half was to j ust mak� �a 5 
just run, get crazy and we .mfcrimplis 
Samuels said . .. · 
' 'The kids had a decent effort , .. but we ju 
ball miserably.' ' 
. · · 
Inside 
Aussie Open · �·. 
Ivan Lendl is defeated Brftain's J 
Wednesday n ight in three sets: 7-6 ,  6-
advance to the semi-finals of the 
Open . 
Bear blues 
Two song writers hope to capitali 
Chicago Bears' success by cutting 
titled "Monsters of the Midway . "  The 
wrote a song.about the Chicago Cubs 
Sox during their playoff appearance s 
... 
